Title: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION

Abstract: A system and method are presented for use in the object reconstruction. The system comprises an illuminating unit, and an imaging unit (see figure 1). The illuminating unit comprises a coherent light source and a generator of a random speckle pattern accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light propagating from the light source towards an object, thereby projecting onto the object a coherent random speckle pattern. The imaging unit is configured for detecting a light response of an illuminated region and generating image data. The image data is indicative of the object with the projected speckles pattern and thus indicative of a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern. This enables real-time reconstruction of a three-dimensional map of the object.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a method and system for object reconstruction, enabling to extract highly resolved and real-time 3-D information.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The object reconstruction is typically based on estimating the 3-D texture of an object (i.e., 3-D map). Various techniques have been developed in this field.

One of the approaches deals with triangulation [1] utilizing two cameras observing the same object. A relative shift of the same items in the images acquired by the cameras, respectively, is related to a distance to these items. This technique is similar to 3-D estimation in human vision system. The main disadvantage of this approach is its low 3-D resolution, which strongly depends on a number of pixels in both cameras, the detail (e.g. texture) present on the scene, and a relative orientation of the cameras (angle and distance between them). Moreover, this approach does not provide for real-time mapping of objects because the extraction of 3-D information requires high level processing operations such as classification and registration. An additional problem with this approach is that 3D information obtained usually contains only relatively sparse samples of object depth.

Another known technique of the kind specified utilizes numerical algorithms based on the use of shadows of edges in the single captured image in order to compute the 3-D map of an object [2-6]. This technique, however, requires high level processing, and is inaccurate since the shadow of edges is the noisiest region of the image. Furthermore, this approach accumulates errors, since the first shadow is sued as a reference for the computation in the entire image.

Yet another approach for 3-D estimation is based on projection of patterns. Some techniques based on this approach utilize projection of a line onto an object and scanning the object with this line. A curvature generated in the line
image is indicative of the 3-D map of the object. This technique, however, does not provide a real time process of the object reconstruction; it takes time to scan the object with the line; and the estimation becomes more distorted in case the object moves.

Some other techniques of this type utilize projection of special codes [7-9]. The code variation in an acquired image allows for computing the 3-D map of the object. These techniques are also not real-time since several projections are required. In addition, in order to obtain good 3-D resolution very large and complicated codes are required; this makes a projection system very expensive and not practical.

Yet other techniques based on the projection of patterns include single projection of a 2-D periodic pattern [10-14]. In this case, 3-D details of the object shift the lines of the periodic pattern in the captured image. A relative shift of these lines is related to the 3-D information of the object. Although with these techniques scanning is not required and the 3-D information can be obtained in real time, these techniques suffer from the fact that 3-D information is wrapped since relative movements larger than the period of the projected pattern cannot be distinguished, and thus one cannot identify whether the obtained shift is that to be taken as is or an integer multiplied by the period size is to be added. Another disadvantage of this approach is associated with the depth of focus of the projected pattern. After a certain distance, the pattern is defocused, and it is very hard to extract numerically the relative shift of the periods.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

There is accordingly a need in the art to facilitate the object reconstruction, by providing a novel technique allowing a real-time and very accurate mapping of 3-D objects, which can be achieved with a very simple and inexpensive optical set up.

The present invention provides such a mapping technique, which can advantageously be used to provide data input to a Man Machine Interface, e.g.,
for gaming, fitness, etc.; 3D capability for bio-medical applications (such as endoscopy), cameras in cellular devices, range estimation between vehicles and proximity alarm, intrusion alarm, etc.

Here, the term "object reconstruction" refers to the acquisition of the 3-D information of any part or whole of the object outer surfaces, possibly including construction of a 3-D object model (including the object shape model), from an image, range or other sensed data; the term "real-time" refers to an operation for which the combined reaction- and operation-time of a task is shorter than the maximum delay that is allowed, in view of circumstances outside the operation.

The terms camera, imaging unit, and imaging device are used interchangeably, all referring to the same function of detecting light and generating image data indicative thereof. The terms projector, projecting system and illumination unit are also used interchangeably.

The main idea of the present invention consists of utilizing projection of a laser random speckle pattern onto an object the 3D surface data of which is to be reconstructed. Laser speckles are random self-generated patterns [15]. Preferably, the pattern is constant, but generally may be partitioned or other type varying along the Z axis (i.e. along the axis of speckle propagation). The term "constant speckle pattern" used herein signifies that the pattern is substantially not varying along the Z-axis within the region in which 3D measurements are to be taken. In addition, the depth of focus of such pattern is relatively large, e.g., order of several meters, or as required by a specific application, being controlled by changing the laser spot size on the diffuser and the laser wavelength. Hence, the use of a laser random pattern provides a large longitudinal range which can be mapped, and allows for significantly reducing both the optical complexity in designing a projection system and that of the post-processing, thus allowing for the real-time object reconstruction.

Generally, in optical systems, a speckle pattern is a field-intensity pattern produced by the mutual local interference of partially coherent beams.
According to the invented approach, the 3-D map of an object is estimated by examining a relative shift of a laser random pattern (code). This pattern is not periodic, and thus the wrapping problem does not exist, thus allowing for both the determination of a range from a reference plane and the 3-D mapping of the object. Since the laser pattern is less dependent on defocusing, 3-D information can be obtained over a large volume.

An optical set up (projection module) can be very simple and cheap: it can include only a small coherent light source (laser) and a pattern generator in the form of a light diffuser (e.g., piece of ground glass that diffuses light impinging thereon by addition of random phase), or e.g. in the form of a holographically recorded, randomized surface relief structure, which is accommodated in the optical path of laser light and scatters this light in the form of constant and random speckle pattern onto the object. It is important to note that the invention allows for acquiring only a single image of the object with a projected random pattern (the so-called single-snapshot solution) and for using a simple image matching algorithm, e.g. a correlation based image processing algorithm, which is thus of low computational complexity. Also, it is important to note that the invention, even when utilizing more than one images, allows for operation with a single stationary mounted camera (generally, with the single field of view). These properties allow real time realization of the 3-D mapping.

It should be understood that according to the invention the so-called "primary speckles" are considered namely those projected onto the object to be mapped, and not "secondary speckles" which are typically those associated with the surface roughness of the object and/or aperture of an imaging lens. Accordingly, an imaging lens may be small.

Thus, according to one broad aspect of the invention, there is provided a system for use in the object reconstruction, the system comprising: an illuminating unit comprising a coherent light source and a generator of a random speckle pattern (e.g. diffuser unit) accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light propagating from the light source towards an object thus
projecting onto the object a coherent random speckle pattern; and an imaging unit for detecting a light response of an illuminated region and generating image data, the image data being indicative of the object with the projected speckles pattern and thus indicative of a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern, the system thereby enabling real-time reconstruction of a three-dimensional map of the object.

Preferably, the system includes a control unit configured for storing reference data indicative of a reference image of the speckle pattern. The reference data is preferably indicative of the image of the speckle pattern acquired at a reference plane oriented substantially normally to the optical path of illuminating light propagation and at a substantially the same distance from the diffuser and the imaging unit. The control unit is preprogrammed for processing and analyzing the image data utilizing the reference data for determining correlation between the object and reference images. The control unit may be preprogrammed for decomposing the data indicative of the image into Mellin and/or logarithmic decompositions, thereby obtaining the correlation which is invariant to scaling and projection distortion of the speckle patterns.

The system is configured to define a measured volume formed by intersection between the illuminating light propagation and the light collection of the imaging unit such as to provide for imaging the object distanced from the diffuser unit a distance larger than a Rayleigh distance. Each point in said measured volume defines an angle of intersection between the illuminating and collected light propagation paths. Considering the triangulation technique, this is a certain non-zero angle selected to provide appropriate accuracy of triangulation.

Preferably, the system configuration is such that an average speckle feature size, $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$, on a pixel plane of the imaging unit is at least two pixels.

Preferably, the diffuser unit and the imaging unit are oriented so as to provide substantially equal distances from the diffuser and the imaging unit to
the object. In this case, the average speckle feature size, $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$, on the pixel plane of the imaging unit can be determined as:

$$\Delta x_{\text{cam}} = \frac{F}{\phi_D} \lambda,$$

wherein $F$ is the focal length of an imaging lens; $\phi_D$ is the illuminating spot size on the diffuser; and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the illuminating light.

The matching algorithm allows for a predetermined variability in the average speckle feature size $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$, i.e. the control unit is preprogrammed for processing and analyzing of image portions / images of different average speckle feature sizes $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$, while $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$ is within some predetermined limits. Since $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$ is different for speckle pattern portions reflected from different portions of the object (the scaling of $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$ is given by formulas (9a)-(9d) below), the region in which imaging of the object will lead to meaningful results is determined.

 Preferably, the diffuser unit and the imaging unit are located one close to another, within a fraction $\varepsilon$ (e.g. 20%) of the Rayleigh distance.

 Preferably, the system includes an adjustor configured for reducing the illumination brightness variation between different regions of the field of view of the imaging unit. Such adjustor may include a diffractive optical element. The latter may be incorporated within or attached to the diffuser, or located in the optical path of illuminating light propagating towards the diffuser. The diffractive optical element operates together with the diffuser to adjust the brightness within a plane transversal to the optical path of illuminating light propagation.

In some configurations, the adjustor may be controlled to adjust illumination intensity to partially cancel/smooth the effect of the mapped objects on the brightness level received at the imaging unit, e.g. the effects being due to differences in reflection coefficient (albedo), distance, and surface properties. Such an adjustor may receive inputs from the imaging/control unit, and the intensity distribution to be projected in the plane transversal to the optical path of illuminating light propagation.
According to another example, the diffractive optical element may be configured to enable reduction of the brightness variability along an axis substantially parallel to the illuminating light propagation. The diffractive optical element may be a phase only element accommodated downstream of the diffuser with respect to the illuminating light propagation.

The illuminating unit may be configured as a 4-F Fourier Transformer. In this case, the light field in the far field will be a convolution between the far field distribution of the initially projected pattern and the Fourier Transform of the diffractive optical element, accommodated between two converging lenses. For example, a diffractive optical element is used which is configured as a phase only element such that its Fourier transform produces an elliptic cross section of intensity and is accommodated between two converging lenses.

Preferably, the imaging unit includes a single light detector defining a stationary field of view.

According to another broad aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for use in real-time reconstruction of an object, the method comprising: projecting onto the object a random speckle pattern formed by illuminating coherent light; detecting a light response from the object and generating image data of the object with the projected speckles pattern; processing the image data to determine a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern, thereby determining a three-dimensional map of the object.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

In order to understand the invention and to see how it may be carried out in practice, preferred embodiments will now be described, by way of non-limiting examples only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

**Fig. 1** is a schematic illustration of an example of an optical system of the present invention for reconstructing 3-D objects;
Fig. 2 is a flow diagram of the main steps in a method of the present invention;

Figs. 3A and 3B show the experimental results: Fig. 3A shows a reference image (e.g., the projected speckles pattern), and Fig. 3B shows the 3-D reconstruction;

Figs. 4A to 4J show some more experimental results: Figs. 4A-4B illustrate projection and mapping of a hand, Figs. 4C-4D illustrate projection and mapping of a tilted plane, Figs. 4E-4G show projection and mapping of a basketball, and Figs. 4H-4J show projection and mapping of an elephant toy;

Figs. 5, 6A-6B and 7 schematically illustrate various examples of a system of the invention utilizing a brightness adjustor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

Referring to Fig. 1, there is schematically illustrated an example of a system 10 of the present invention for use in 3-D mapping of objects. System 10 is an optical mapping system including an illuminating unit 12 configured to project a random speckle pattern (preferably constant pattern) onto an object 13; and an imaging device 14.

Illuminating unit 12 includes a coherent light source 12A, and a generator 12B of a constant random speckle pattern accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light, preferably very close (e.g., up to a physical contact) to the light source output. Light source 12A may be constituted by a light emitting assembly (laser) and/or by a light guiding arrangement (e.g., optical fiber) associated with a remote light emitting assembly. Pattern generator 12B is a light diffuser, for example a ground glass.

Imaging device 14 includes a light detector 14A (a pixel matrix, e.g., CCD) equipped with an imaging lens arrangement 14B. The latter may be an integral part of the light detector or a separate unit in front of the detector. Preferably, light reflection from the object is detected.
A control system 16, which may or may not be a constructional part of system 10, is provided being connectable (via wires or wireless signal transmission) to the output of the imaging device. Control system 16 is typically a computer system having *inter alia* a memory utility 16A, a data processing and analyzing utility 16B, and an input/output utility 16C (e.g. a data presentation utility, such as a display).

The device of the present invention may be associated with or include a mobile phone device. For example, the imaging unit may be incorporated in the mobile phone or its output may be connectable to the mobile phone or other portable computer device. Also, the invention provides for using the 3D capability for range estimation between vehicles and proximity alarm, as well as for intrusion alarm.

As indicated above, speckles are random patterns generated due to local interference of scattered light. The brighter spots are positioned where light was scattered in phase, and the dark positions are where light was in anti phase. According to the embodiment of the invention, the projected speckle pattern is constant in the Z direction (axial axis, passing through the object), that is the pattern does not vary along the Z-axis. It should, however, be understood that the pattern scale does vary along the Z-axis, namely images of the pattern taken at different image planes would be of different scales. An illuminated 3-D object performs a shift of the features of a random pattern in the transversal plane (detection plane). Since the pattern is very random, no wrapping problem exists.

Reference is made to Fig. 2 illustrating the main steps in the method of the present invention.

Reference data indicative of the image of a speckle pattern (i.e., image of the pattern with no object) is provided and stored in the memory utility of control system 16 (step I). To this end, the speckle pattern may be projected onto a certain region (where an object to be mapped will then be placed) and the reference image of the speckle pattern is acquired. This reference image may be captured only once.
An image of the object (single image), while located in said region, is acquired (step II) and measured data indicative thereof is generated (step III). To this end, the object is illuminated by light carrying the speckle pattern, and a light response (reflection) from the object is collected by the imaging lens and detected by the light detector. It should be noted that the present invention provides for operating with the single image data, thus significantly reducing the complexity of image processing to reconstruct the 3-D map of an object.

The measured data is processed using the reference data (step IV) to determine a relative shift of the features of the random pattern in the image of the object relative to the pattern in the reference image (step V). This is implemented using a suitable matching (e.g. correlation) algorithm. The latter can be based on a small moving window scanning the captured image and correlating it to the reference image. The correlation peak indicates the relative shift which is related to the 3-D information.

The correlation computation has relatively low complexity and may for example be based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In addition, since the projected pattern is scaled proportionally to a distance between the projector (laser) and the object, the correlation should be scale and projection invariant. This can be obtained using harmonic decomposition and/or a proper coordinate transformation applied over the reference image before starting correlation [16].

An important parameter is the transversal speckle size (i.e. an average speckle size in the transversal plane):

\[ \Delta x = \frac{L}{\phi_D} \lambda, \]  

wherein \( L \) is a distance between diffuser 12B and object 13, \( \lambda \) is the illuminating wavelength, and \( \phi_D \) is the illuminated size of the diffuser 12B. The average speckle feature size is one of the factors determining the 3-D resolution. According to equation (1), this size can be controlled by changing the diameter \( \phi_D \) of the laser spot at the diffuser and/or laser wavelength \( \lambda \).

An axial size \( \Delta z \) of the speckle pattern is:
\[ \Delta z = \left( \frac{L}{\phi_D} \right)^2 \lambda \]  

(2)

Matching the speckle transversal shifts relative to the reference plane is easier for objects with faces close to parallel to the transversal plane of the speckle pattern projection (close to normal to the light propagation path). Therefore, in a preferred configuration, the transversal plane of the speckle pattern propagation is projected onto an object. In other words, the light incidence onto the object is preferably close to normal (for the majority of illuminated regions).

Generally, two speckle patterns could appear on the CCD: one being primary speckle coming from the diffuser (namely that projected on the object) and the other being secondary speckle formed during the imaging due to the lens aperture and/or object material roughness. In order to concentrate in only one primary speckle pattern, the following condition may be considered: \( \phi_L \gg \phi_D \), where \( \phi_L \) is the size of the imaging lens.

Control system 16 operates to process the measured data by applying thereto a numerical algorithmic to extract the 3-D information. It should be understood that the algorithm according to the present invention, as described here, includes a novel combination of known mathematical processes. The invention utilizes this algorithm together the unique optical setup, enabling real time 3D mapping.

The algorithm used can have low computational complexity and can allow real time operation. The following is an example of an algorithmic constellation suitable to be used as part of the data processing step in the present invention.

To obtain one specific depth point, a transversal shift of its vicinity from the reference pattern needs to be found. One possible implementation of this matching is by searching for the correlation peak, which may be implemented by taking one or more windows from the image, representing the statistics/neighbourhood of the inspection point, and computing a match, e.g. correlation of such window(s) with the reference image. The windows can be
taken with any amount of overlap. For each camera pixel, a depth sample could
be thus obtained. The achievable depth (the 3D) resolution (ΔZ along the Z-axis)
varies with varying Z and depends solely on the optical setup (i.e., relative
location of the laser and the camera), the speckle properties (features of the
speckle pattern) and the camera resolution (which is the physical parameter of
the camera).

The algorithmic approaches upon which the 3-D reconstruction may be
based on image matching algorithms, from a very basic exhaustive raster search,
through a more sophisticated prediction-based region growing methods, up to a
higher level maximum-likelihood or other sophisticated image matching
algorithms. Various approaches differ from each other in many factors: the more
sophisticated approaches have much more computational complexity while
producing much more accurate and less noisy data than the simple ones.

The prediction-based region-growing methods present a good tradeoff
between a complexity and performance and are based on the following
observation: two close points on one object are usually characterized by a small
height (along Z-axis) difference between them, the so called "object continuity
assumption". Hence, the Z value (depth) of a point from its neighboring points on
the same region (object) can be approximately predicted. The prediction is tested
and refined, and in case it is found to be adequate, the point is joined to the given
region. If the prediction/refinement presents an inadequate match with the
reference, this is indicative of that the Z difference is non negligible and thus the
point under inspection belongs to a different region from its neighboring
("father") point.

It should also be noted that window(s) for the correlation can be either
constant (e.g. 16x16 pixel window), or flowing in accordance with the local
speckle/edge/object properties.

The following is an example of one possible implementation of a
prediction-based region growing algorithm with a constant window size. The
algorithm contains the following steps:
1) **Relevance/shadow preparation step.** Run over the picture (image of the object) with the resolution step (sampling points equal to $M$ and $N$ multiplied by the resolution, where $M$ and $N$ are integers) and determine whether the sampling point is a "shadow" to be marked SHADOW, or a relevant speckle window to be marked UNKNOWN. At further stages, the status of each output point is maintained, while at this first stage some points have status of UNKNOWN and others have status of SHADOW.

2) **"Obtain a new region anchor" step.** While the number of UNKNOWN points is more than some pre-defined percentage of the total output points, a random point is chosen that currently has the status UNKNOWN and a matching to the reference image is performed, e.g. by correlating the window $W_x \times W_y$ pixels around the chosen point with the reference image.

It should be noted that the window size $W_x \times W_y$ is subject to optimization, the tradeoffs being on the one hand the "enough statistics"/discrimination and on the other hand the complexity and small objects smearing. It should also be noted that due to geometric constraints, with a proper imaging unit/projector system calibration (i.e. when the X axis of the imaging unit is parallel to the line connecting the optical center of the imaging lens and the center of the laser spot on the diffuser), the possible lateral shifts of the speckle pattern can be limited to a rectangle which covers a few pixels, up and down from the current point and about a known fraction of width of the picture to the right and to the left from the current point (in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1 the camera is to the right of the laser, therefore the speckle shift is to the right if the mapped object is closer than the reference, and to the left - otherwise).

Additionally, within the above geometric constraints, search is carried out for a point with a value of normalized correlation higher than a certain threshold. If none of the checked correlations reaches the threshold, a value of the best correlation is selected to check whether it passes a lower threshold: if it does, it is assumed that this is the shift of the speckle; and if it doesn't, it is understood that additional investigation is needed and the described below step 2a) is performed.
aimed at deciding on initiating the new region. If a point for which correlation higher than a lower threshold is found, such point is called region anchor, and the region growth is attempted around it. To grow the region, step 3) below is carried out.

2a) Decision to grow region. If the match has failed, the region is further investigated by an attempt to find sufficient evidence for existence/absence of a growable region at this position. To gather sufficient evidence, region growing step (3) is attempted, and the grown portion is decided to represent a valid region if either an anchor (a sufficiently strong point) is found within a region or a mass of consistent points are found on the region. In this way, a majority voting is performed to leave the region. In case no sufficient evidence is obtained, the region is removed and the anchor (first) point is marked as BAD, and step 2) is repeated to find a valid anchor point to grow a new region.

3) Region growing. The region growing is done using 4-connectivities (left/right/up/down). In the present example, the implementation of region growing is fairly simple. A FIFO (first in first out) plurality of ACTIVE points is used, where each such point (active point) has already been correlated with the reference and the correlation proved to be successful. Each time, one point from the FIFO set is fetched and its four neighbors are checked. For each neighbor which is marked as UNKNOWN, correlations of a $W_x \times W_y$ (e.g. 16x16) window to the reference are determined, where only a few possibilities are checked within a small rectangle (e.g. 5 points with offsets of (0,0) (-1,0) (1,0) (0,-1) and (0,1)) around the predicted shift of the speckle. The predicted shift is the shift of its originating ACTIVE point (called "father" class point). If there is a good correlation, the point is marked as ACTIVE and is added to the FIFO set; and if there is no good correlation, the point is marked as EDGE (its height is currently set to be equal to the height of the father point). When the FIFO is "emptied", the region edge is marked, and the process returns back to step 2) to grow a new region.
4) Region competition. Region competition can be implemented to considerably improve quality of region edges. One possible way which gives good results and is computationally inexpensive is to attempt growing a region not only into the UNKNOWN point space, but to any point space with depth discontinuities, e.g. belonging to a different region. The competition criterion is the correlation value, "winner takes all" per point strategy has been found to yield good results.

Based on the prediction and quick stop of the correlation procedure upon detecting bad points, the region growing algorithm provides a real-time reliable tool for depth recovery, having an excellent trade-off between its complexity and quality.

It is important to note that the larger a distance between the projection device (illuminating unit) and the projection plane (object plane), the larger the obtained speckles in the projection plane. On the other hand, the pixel size of the imaging device changes according to a different set of rules. Moreover, the speckle pattern is distorted via projection on slanted object surfaces. An (algorithmic) method to obtain correlation which is invariant to scaling and projection distortion of the speckle patterns, involves performing Mellin and logarithmic decompositions [16] of the reference speckles pattern.

The Mellin decomposition provides scale invariance:

\[
f(r, \theta; x_0, y_0) = \sum_{N=0}^{N_{\text{max}}} f_N(\theta; x_0, y_0) r^{12n-1}
\]

\[
f_N(\theta; x_0, y_0) = \frac{1}{T} \int_{r_b}^r f(r, \theta; x_0, y_0) r^{-12n-1} r dr
\]

Here, \(f(r, \theta; x_0, y_0)\) is the object decomposed around \(x_0, y_0\) coordinates; \(f_N\) is the Mellin harmonic; \(N\) is the harmonic order; \(r_0\) is the minimal radius of the decomposed object; \(R\) is its maximal radius; and \(T = \exp(r_0/R)\). If one harmonic is chosen, the correlation result will be scale invariant.

The logarithmic decomposition is described as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
    f(x, y) &= \frac{1}{2T} \sum_{N=-\infty}^{N=\infty} f_N(y) |x|^{2\theta_1 - 1/2} \\
    f_N(y) &= \int_{-\chi}^{\chi} f(x, y)(-x)^{-2\alpha N - 1/2} \, dx + \int_{\chi}^{X} f(x, y)x^{-2\alpha N - 1/2} \, dx
\end{align*}
\]  

(4)

The object is not zero within the range of \(|x|>x_0\) and \(|x|<X\), and \(T=exp(x_0/X)\). Choosing one harmonic provides projection distortion invariance when correlating.

The speckle size changes due to the projection system and the imaging system can also be mutually compensated by means of optical setup. To understand the way this can be achieved, let us now elaborate on the details of the speckle pattern scaling.

When the illuminating beam is modeled as a Gaussian beam, the diffraction formula gives the following dependence of the beam radius \(W(z)\) on distance \(Z\):

\[
W(z) = W_0 \sqrt{1 + \frac{Z^2}{Z_R^2}} \approx W_0 \frac{Z}{Z_R}, \quad Z_R = \frac{\pi W_0^2}{\lambda}.
\]

(5)

In (5), \(\lambda\) is the beam wavelength, \(W_0\) is the radius of the beam waist (equal to \(\phi_D/2\) – half of the diameter of the beam illuminating the diffuser), and \(Z_R\) is the Rayleigh distance. In the approximation of (5) it is assumed that \(Z>>Z_R\).

It should be noted that a Rayleigh distance is also the distance at which the far field approximation is valid since then the quadratic phase factor in corresponding Fresnel integral is smaller than one.

It should also be noted that with the technique of the present invention, the object is preferably located at a distance \(L\) from the diffuser higher than the Rayleigh distance. It should be noted that at each Rayleigh distance from the beam waist, the beam area doubles (for diffraction-limited beams, this distance is determined by the waist radius, the refractive index, and the wavelength in the material, for imaging in the air the refractive index is approximately that of free space, i.e. 1.0).
The light intensity $I$ at camera 14 depends on $L$ (a distance between projector (illuminator) 12 and object 13) and on $d$ (a distance between object 13 and camera 14), as $1/L^2 d^2$:

$$I \sim \frac{1}{L^2 d^2}$$ (6)

The $1/L^2$ part of the dependence (6) is due to the divergence of the projected beam carrying the speckle pattern.

It should be noted that the Gaussian beam model refers to the beam as a whole. The light beam radius $W(z)$ increases proportional to $Z$, and the intensity density reduces as $1/Z^2$. As a result, the intensity of light impinging on the object is proportional to $1/L^2$. The $1/d^2$ part of the dependence (6) is due to the divergence of the coherent beam reflected from the object towards the camera.

On the other hand, a smaller portion of the speckle pattern is projected on the object (or object portion) when the object is further from the light source unit. The number of the speckle dark and light spots (speckle pattern features) falling into an interval defined by the object size is determined by the ratio of the object size $s$ to the average speckle size $\Delta x$ of (1):

$$N \sim \frac{s}{\Delta x} \sim \frac{s}{L}$$ (7)

When light from the object is reflected onto the light detector, it forms there a spot of size $s_{LD}$ (i.e. $s_{LD}$ is the size of the object projection onto the photodetector plane):

$$s_{LD} = \frac{F}{d} s$$ (8)

Here $F$ is the focal distance of the collecting (imaging) lens.

The average feature size projected on the photodetector is determined by ratio of (8) to (7):

$$\frac{s_{LD}}{N} \sim \frac{F}{d} \frac{L}{s}$$ (9)

In a preferred configuration, the diffuser plane and the detection plane (more exactly, the plane of imaging lens 14B) are located such as to provide for
substantially equal $L$ and $d$ (the distances between the diffuser and the object and between the camera and the object).

On the other hand, the optical setup is configured so as to ensure a certain non-zero angle $\alpha$ between the axes of propagation of illuminating light incident onto the main object plane and that of light returned from there to the light detector, so as to enable triangulation based calculations. The accuracy of the 3D reconstruction will be $\delta Z = \delta x_{LD} \frac{d}{F \tan \alpha} \quad (\delta Z$ is the 3D resolution, and $\delta x_{LD}$ is the resolution of the shift in the pixel plane obtainable by the correlation algorithm, e.g. the pixel of the camera). The angle $\alpha$ is approximately equal to $L'/L$, where $L'$ is the distance between the projector and the camera.

In the experimental setup used by the inventors, the mapping system had the following parameters: $L'=20\text{cm}$, $L \approx 2\text{m}$, $\delta x_{LD}=6$ microns, and $F=8\text{mm}$; thus $\delta Z =15\text{mm}$. It is seen from the above, that the distance $L'$ between the projector and the camera can be preselected so as to enable the mapping system to operate with a desired resolution, e.g. a few millimeters.

As indicated above, practically, the diffuser plane and the plane of lens 14B are located such as to provide for substantially equal $L$ and $d$ (the distances between the diffuser and the object and between the camera and the object). In order to take into account both of such requirements as $L=d$ and a minimal distance $L'$ from the projector to the imaging unit, a change of the speckle size on the imaging unit (camera) with changes of $L$ and $d$ should be considered.

The size of the speckle on the camera plane for the case that $L$ is not equal to $d$ is:

$$\Delta x_{\text{cam}} = \frac{\lambda F}{\phi_D} \frac{L}{d} \quad (9a)$$

In a preferred configuration, the size of the speckle on the camera plane is the same for the speckles reflected from various parts of object. The scaling of the visible speckle dimensions (i.e. on the camera plane) is suppressed if $L=d$. The latter condition could be guaranteed for almost the entire 3D space by placing
diffuser and camera lens very close one to another, however in practice, there is a
certain distance $L'$ between the camera and the projector.

Considering that $L$ and $d$ are different on a fraction of the Rayleigh
distance $Z_R$:

$$|L - d| \leq \varepsilon Z_R.$$  \hspace{2cm} (9b)
the size of the speckle scales with $d$:

$$\Delta x_{\text{cam}}(d) \approx \frac{\lambda F}{\phi_D} (1 + \varepsilon \cdot \frac{Z_R}{d}) \approx \frac{\lambda F}{\phi_D} + \varepsilon \cdot \frac{\phi_D F}{d}$$ \hspace{2cm} (9c)

The matching algorithm used allows for some maximal scaling factor $\gamma$, connected to the maximal allowed visible speckle size $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}^{\text{max}}$:

$$\Delta x_{\text{cam}}^{\text{max}} = \frac{\lambda F}{\phi_D} \cdot (1 + \gamma).$$ \hspace{2cm} (9d)

Hence, the difference between $L$ and $d$, and consequently $\varepsilon$ and $L'$, are limited:

$$\varepsilon \leq \frac{d}{\phi_D} \cdot \gamma \Rightarrow L' \leq \varepsilon \cdot Z_R \leq \frac{d}{\phi_D} \cdot \gamma \cdot Z_R.$$  \hspace{2cm} (9d)

As it follows from the equations (9a)-(9d), the fact that $L$ is close to $d$, or, $L'$ is bounded by equation (9d) for a given $\gamma$, will provide for the scale (average feature size) differing by at most factor of $1 + \gamma$ over different portions of the speckle recorded on the imaging device. These speckle pattern portions might be reflected from objects at different positions relative to the imaging device, projected on the different regions of a 3D object surface or on differently distanced objects; in any case, the images of these portions will have substantially the same feature size (up to a factor of $1 + \gamma$) when measured in pixels of the photodetector. This average feature size will be thus substantially equal to the feature size of the reference image.

Thus, correlating an object image and a reference image using windows of the same size in both of these images is justified, since correlation as any matching operation is inherently robust towards certain distortions, depending on the speckle feature size, some amount of scaling included in this robustness. The specific parameter $\gamma$ that is allowed is easily determined by any person of
ordinary skill, given the specific setup parameters and the pattern properties, by considering the matching criterion over the scaled by \((1 + \gamma)\) and the non-scaled version of the pattern.

The correlation allows for determining shifts of the speckle pattern portions which are due to the differences between the 3D topography of an object and that of the (flat) reference plate (producing the speckle reference pattern).

The required proximity of \(L\) and \(d\) can be enabled by placing the diffuser unit and the imaging unit of the system at a distance from each other equal to a fraction \(s\) (e.g. 0.5) of the Rayleigh distance of the illuminating light.

The above described matching of the optical setup enables to obtain a scale invariance without the need to reside to other means, e.g. Mellin transform. It should be noted that speckles impinging on slanted surfaces undergo distortions mostly in the form of projections. Since the projection of the speckle in the preferred configuration of the optical setup is such as to ensure the maximally close to normal light incidence on the main object plane, and since the speckle pattern is inherently capable of withstanding a certain amount of distortion, in the preferred configuration there is no need to reside to other means, e.g. logarithmic transform.

In another preferred configuration, diffuser 12B, lens 14B and light detector 14A are configured to provide an average feature size of the imaged speckle pattern that matches the required resolution. With no need to reside to special means, the average speckle feature size is preferably of about 2 pixels. It should be understood that the average speckle feature size, \(\Delta x_{\text{cam}}\), on the camera is determined by eq. (1) and (8) above, where \(s\) in eq. (8) would be \(\Delta x\) of eq. (1):

\[
\Delta x_{\text{cam}} = \frac{F}{d} \cdot \frac{L}{\phi_D} \cdot \lambda, \quad \text{or considering that } L \approx d, \quad \Delta x_{\text{cam}} = \frac{F}{\phi_D} \cdot \lambda
\]  

Such imaging setup allows for obtaining the highest resolution, because maximum information is contained in each pixel signal.

It should also be noted that the optical setup of the present invention allows for a large range of distances to the object. The minimal possible distance
is the Rayleigh distance (e.g. 0.5m in a specific but not limiting example used by inventors), and the maximal distance is determined by the object size and the speckle size at the object. The number of speckles projected onto the object should not be much less than the size of a correlation window divided by the average speckle feature size in pixels.

One of the properties inherent to the laser speckle is that its projection on an object yields highly contrast images. This is because a laser speckle pattern is created with high contrast, and, since laser speckle pattern propagates by way of self-regeneration, this high contrast is maintained through the depth of focus of the laser speckle pattern. High contrast images can be represented by intensities of light taking values 0 or 1 for each pixel, or this high contrast can be utilized in some other way. Thus, the high contrast property of a laser speckle pattern allows for reduction of processed data and faster image reconstruction.

It should also be noted that, as seen from the equation (2), eventually the speckle pattern is varied along the Z direction (the longitudinal axis). Thus, with the constant random reference pattern (diffuser), a set of reference images may be taken at different locations of the projection plane relative to the projection device (these images will thus be different in accordance with the longitudinal variation of the speckle pattern), and 3-D correlation may then be performed. In this case, the obtained approach allows infinite 3-D mapping range.

Reference is now made to Figs. 3A-3B and Figs. 4A to 4J showing several experimental results that verify the advantageous features of the invention. In these experiments, the image reconstruction was performed in real time at video rate using the set up of Fig. 1.

Figs. 3A-3B exemplify reconstruction the image of a coffee cap. The illuminating unit (12 in Fig. 1) utilized a green Nd:YAG laser as the light source 12A and a piece of ground glass (diffuser) 12B to project the constant random speckles pattern. The control system was preprogrammed with a correlation algorithm utilizing a sliding window of 16 x 16 pixels. Fig. 3A presents a
reference image (e.g., the projected speckles pattern with no object), and Fig. 3B shows a mesh of the obtained 3-D reconstruction.

Figs. 4A-4B exemplify 3-D mapping of a hand. Fig. 4A shows the hand with the projected speckle pattern; and Fig. 3B shows the 3-D reconstruction.

Figs. 4C-4D illustrate the projection and mapping of a tilted plane: Fig. 4C is the plane image with the projected speckles pattern and Fig. 4D is the 3-D reconstruction. Figs. 4E-4G show the 3-D mapping of a basket ball, where Fig. 4E is the image of a ball, Fig. 4F is the ball with the projected speckles pattern, and Fig. 4G is the 3-D reconstruction. Figs. 4H-4I show the projection and mapping of an elephant toy: Fig. 4I is the image of the toy, Fig. 4I is the toy with the projected speckles pattern, and Fig. 4J is the 3-D reconstruction. It should be noted that different colors of the displayed reconstruction indicate the 3-D obtained information.

The present invention thus provides a novel method and system for 3-D mapping, in which a random speckles pattern is used to map the 3-D information of objects and to estimate the ranges to the certain reference plane. This technique allows for extracting highly resolved and real-time 3-D information. The 3-D information is obtained by extracting the local relative transversal shift of the random pattern in the captured image in comparison to the reference image. This technique has low computational complexity, and has no wrapping problems as exhibited in other techniques using periodic patterns projection. The optical system used is very simple.

It should be noted that the present invention is capable of improving the brightness of light detection. In this connection, the following should be noted.

Brightness level is different for objects and/or object portions being at different distances from the light source and/or the light detector. Each pixel of the light detector array acquires light from a spot of diameter $\Delta x_z$:

$$\Delta x_z = \frac{d}{F} \delta x,$$

where $\delta x$ is the pixel size.
The brightness of the detected speckle pattern is determined by the intensity of a signal reaching a single pixel of the light detector:

\[ I_p \sim I \frac{\Delta x_z^2}{s^2} \frac{D^2}{d^2} \sim \frac{1}{L^2} \]  

(12)

where \( D \) is the diameter of the imaging lens and it is related to the spherical angle in Str, at which the radiation is reflected from the object.

As can be seen from eq. 12, the brightness level received at the detector is proportional to \( 1/L^2 \), therefore close object regions and far object regions will be seen by the detector with different brightness levels, depending on the distance, thus affecting the 3D-reconstruction performance. An additional factor is the reflection coefficient (albedo) difference between different regions of the object.

The control system can identify light spots in the speckle pattern by comparing their brightness levels with a predetermined threshold. However, such an algorithm will identify more light spots for objects (or object portions) situated closer to the light source. Also, the light spots will have larger areas and also different shapes for objects situated closer to the light source. On one hand, this effect can be utilized for 3D-reconstruction and range determination. On the other hand, this effect is preferably taken into account during or prior to the correlation procedure.

Referring to Fig. 5, there is shown, by way of a block diagram, another example of a mapping system 60 of the invention. To facilitate understanding, the same reference numbers are used for identifying components that are common in all the examples of the invention. System 60 includes an illuminating unit 12 configured for projecting a laser random speckle pattern onto an object 13, an imaging device 14, and a brightness controller (adjustor) 25. The latter is configured for controlling the variation of the brightness in the field of view of the camera or perception of this variation by the system. Adjustor 25 constitutes a mechanism of increasing the mappable range. It should be understood, that more than one adjustor may be used in the mapping system.
In the example of Fig. 5, adjustor 25 is implemented as a sub-utility within the data processing and analyzing utility 16B of the control unit. Such a sub-utility may perform the above described Mellin transformation.

In some embodiments, brightness adjustor 25 is configured for reducing the illumination brightness variation between different regions of the field of view of the camera and can be implemented as an optical unit arranged to be anywhere in the light propagation path. For example, the adjustor can be implemented as an optical unit and may be integrated with light source unit 12A or diffuser 12B, or can be a separate unit arranged in the illumination path downstream of diffuser 12B, or in between light source unit 12A and diffuser 12B.

Likewise, adjustor 25 can be implemented as an analog processing unit located between the light detector and the control unit, or being a part of light detector 14A or a part of control system 16. In one example the brightness level is controlled by local adjustment of automatic gain control (AGC), i.e. by control of the amplification of the analog readout at each pixel or group of pixels. This allows for receiving digital images having more uniform brightness level; thus allowing for extending the mappable range with the light detector having a certain fixed dynamic range.

Adjustor 25 is configured for controlling the brightness level (being an optical processor or a digital processor) or controlling the representation of the brightness level (being associated with the detector output). For example, adjustor 25, configured as an optical processor, can perform an optical coordinate transformation prior to the digital sampling. Such an optical coordinate transformation may contain a step of transforming the Cartesian (x,y) coordinates into polar-like (logr, θ) coordinates by using the Saddle point integration technique or multi facet approaches [e.g. Zeev Zalevsky, David Mendlovic "Optical implementation of the Bode transform", Applied Optics, Vol. 34, Issue 5, pp. 828- (February 1995)].
The following are some specific but not limiting examples of the optical mapping system configured and operable according to the invention.

**Fig. 6A** exemplifies a mapping system 80 in which a diffractive element 12D is accommodated in the optical path of speckle pattern propagating towards the object. Diffractive optical element can be configured as an adjustor 25 implementing reduction of contrast (relative brightness) for planes differently distanced from the light source. In the present example, adjustor 25 is incorporated in or attached to the diffuser. Adjustor 25 is configured to produce a non diffractive beam (in the longitudinal range) of a decreased beam divergence.

This may be implemented e.g. by combining special semi random diffractive optical element having random distribution along the radial axis and symmetry along the angular axis (having rings structure) and an Axicon (not shown) attached thereto which is a cone like element providing extended depth of focus for random pattern generators. It should be noted, that even without the Axicon such a ring based diffuser can extend the depth of focusing.

**Fig. 6B** schematically shows the operational principles of such a cone-like diffractive element 25. Element 25 is located close to a diffuser 12B (e.g. attached to the diffuser), and is configured and operable for producing the non-diffractive beam for the beam spot, while allowing the speckles appearance inside the spot. As a result of the light passage through element 25, three different successive regions are created: a light propagation region \( R_1 \) being a regular diffraction region, a light propagation region \( R_2 \) being the volume of interest where the target may appear, and a light propagation region \( R_3 \) being again a region where the regular diffraction is obtained. Considering the typical Axicon operation, since the object is placed in region \( R_2 \), the reflected light will fulfill the regular diffraction laws as appears in region \( R_3 \). The cross section can be considered similar to two prisms attached back to back; hence, the beams illuminating the cross-sectional region are redirected towards the center where interference occurs and non diffractive beam is formed. Diffractive element 25 provides for a smaller divergence of a laser speckle pattern carrying beam within
region $R_2$. Thus, the light intensity will vary slower with a distance $L$ from the light source than that of equation (12) above. This makes the brightness level less dependent on the distance from the light source and thus more uniform.

It should be noted, that in the example of Fig. 6A, diffractive optical element 12D can be configured to perform various functions, including the brightness adjustment or not. If the diffractive optical element (DOE) is located close (up to a physical contact) to the diffuser, after the diffuser in the laser beam optical path, the light field in the far field will be a convolution between the speckle far field distribution and the Fourier Transform of the DOE. Thus, various functions (e.g. speckle shaping) can be achieved with the optical setup of Fig. 6A. Another approach provides the 3-D mapping resolution allowing separation of segments of $\Delta z$ along the Z axis. In case the observed object has variations along the Z axis which are larger than the mapping resolution $\Delta z$, distortions occur (e.g. for a tilted plane as an object). Those distortions occur mainly since the region for the reference search is significantly shifted aside. The distortions can be identified by shearing distortions of the object. To this end, shaping of the speckles can be used. If for instance the speckles have elliptic shape, then shearing distortions can be detected according to the variation in the original speckle shape. The diffractive optical element 12D used in this setup is a phase only element such that its Fourier transform produces for example an elliptic cross section of intensity (e.g. a tilted line). Such a DOE can for example be designed based on the technique disclosed in the following publication: Z. Zalevsky, D. Mendlovic and R. G. Dorsch, "The Gerchberg-Saxton Algorithm Applied in the Fractional Fourier or the Fresnel Domains," Opt. Let. 21, 842-844 (1996); or other known methods can be used.

Reference is made to Fig. 7, showing another example of a projection module 90 suitable to be used in a mapping system of the invention. Setup 90 includes a laser source 12A, a diffuser 12B, a first converging lens 12C, a diffractive optical element 12D, and a second converging lens 12E. The elements are arranged as the so-called "4-F Fourier Transformer": diffuser 12B is in the
back focal plane of lens 12C, diffraction element 12D is in the front focal plane of lens 12C and in the back focal plane of lens 12E, and the focal lengths of the lenses are equal. Lens 12C applies the Fourier transform of the speckle pattern generated by diffuser 12B; at the diffraction element, its transmission function is multiplied with the Fourier transform of the speckle pattern; and lens 12E produces the inverse Fourier of the product function resulting from multiplication. Thus, in the far field approximation (Z is larger than the Rayleigh distance) where the object is placed, the speckle random distribution is multiplied with the element 12D.

In one example, element 12D can be implemented as an intensity equalization mask: an amplitude mask, which transparency function is selected so as to provide a predetermined light intensity in the far field. For example, element 12D can be a mask that is more transparent at its periphery regions than in its center. The projected light will be determined by the mask transparency and the speckle pattern. This way, the light intensity distribution can be made significantly more uniform in the transversal plane. To summarize, this element can contribute in the equalizing of the energetic distribution of the projected speckle pattern.

Thus, the present invention provides an effective 3-D object reconstruction technique using a simple and cheap optical setup based on the principles of triangulation. The invention can use only a single image; can operate with the single stationary mounted camera; and allows for a large range of possible distances to an object.
CLAIMS:

1. A system for use in the object reconstruction, the system comprising:
   (a) an illuminating unit, comprising a coherent light source and a generator of a random speckle pattern accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light propagating from the light source towards an object, thereby projecting onto the object a coherent random speckle pattern; and
   (b) an imaging unit for detecting a light response of an illuminated region and generating image data,
   the image data being indicative of the object with the projected speckles pattern and thus indicative of a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern, the system thereby enabling real-time reconstruction of a three-dimensional map of the object.

2. The system of Claim 1, wherein the pattern generator comprises a light diffuser that diffuses light impinging thereon by addition of random phase.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein said light diffuser comprises a piece of ground glass.

4. The system of Claim 1, wherein the image data is indicative of the image of object with the speckle pattern projected thereon, acquired with the optical path of illuminating light being substantially normal to the main object plane and at a substantially the same distance from the pattern generator and the imaging unit to said main object plane.

5. The system of Claim 1 comprising a control unit configured for storing reference data indicative of a reference image of said coherent random speckle pattern.

6. The system of Claim 5, wherein said reference data is indicative of the image of the speckle pattern acquired at a reference plane oriented substantially normally to said optical path of illuminating light propagation and at a substantially the same distance from the pattern generator and the imaging unit.
7. The system of Claim 5, wherein the control unit is preprogrammed for processing and analyzing the image data utilizing said data indicative of the reference image for determining a correlation between the images.

8. The system of Claim 6, wherein the control unit is preprogrammed for processing and analyzing the image data utilizing said data indicative of the reference image for determining a correlation between the images.

9. The system of Claim 1, configured to define a measured volume formed by intersection between the illuminating light propagation and the light collection of the imaging unit, to enable imaging of the object distanced from the pattern generator a distance larger than a Rayleigh distance, each point in said measured volume defining an angle of intersection between the illuminating and collected light propagation paths.

10. The system of Claim 1, wherein the pattern generator and the imaging unit are oriented so as to provide substantially equal distances from the pattern generator and the imaging unit to the object.

11. The system of Claim 9, wherein the pattern generator and the imaging unit are oriented so as to provide substantially equal distances from the pattern generator and the imaging unit to the object.

12. The system of Claim 10, wherein the pattern generator and the imaging unit are located within a fraction of the Rayleigh distance of the illuminating light from each other.

13. The system of Claim 8, wherein the control unit is preprogrammed for decomposing the data indicative of the image into Mellin and logarithmic decompositions, thereby obtaining the correlation which is invariant to scaling and projection distortion of the speckle patterns.

14. The system of Claim 10, configured such that a minimal value of an average speckle feature size, $\Delta x_{\text{comm}}$, on a pixel plane of the imaging unit is determined as:

$$\Delta x_{\text{comm}} = \frac{F}{\phi_D} \lambda$$
wherein $F$ is the focal length of an imaging lens; $\phi_D$ is the illuminating spot size on the pattern generator; and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the illuminating light.

15. The system of Claim 1, comprising an adjustor configured for reducing the illumination brightness variation between different regions of the field of view of the imaging unit.

16. The system of Claim 15, wherein said adjustor comprises a diffractive optical element.

17. The system of Claim 16, wherein said diffractive optical element is configured so as to operate together with the pattern generator to adjust the brightness within a plane transversal to the optical path of illuminating light propagation.

18. The system of Claim 16, wherein said diffractive optical element is configured to enable reduction of the brightness variability along an axis substantially parallel to the illuminating light propagation.

19. The system of Claim 16, wherein said diffractive optical element is a phase only element accommodated downstream of the pattern generator with respect to the illuminating light propagation, and is configured to adjust the brightness within a plane transversal to the optical path of illuminating light propagation.

20. The system of Claim 19, wherein the illuminating unit is configured as a 4-F Fourier Transformer.

21. The system of Claim 1, wherein the illuminating unit is configured as a 4-F Fourier Transformer, comprising a diffractive optical element which is configured as a phase only element, a Fourier transform of which produces an elliptic cross section of intensity, and is accommodated between two converging lenses.

22. The system of Claim 1, wherein the imaging unit comprises a single light detector defining a stationary field of view.

23. A system for use in the object reconstruction, the system comprising:
(a) an illuminating unit comprising a coherent light source and a light diffuser unit accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light propagating from the light source towards an object thus projecting onto the object a coherent random speckle pattern; and

(b) an imaging unit comprising a single light detector defining a stationary field of view, for detecting a light response of an illuminated region and generating image data, the image data being indicative of the object with the projected speckles pattern and thus indicative of a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern, the system thereby enabling real-time reconstruction of a three-dimensional map of the object.

24. A system for use in the object reconstruction, the system comprising:

(a) an illuminating unit comprising a coherent light source and a light diffuser unit accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light propagating from the light source towards an object thus projecting onto the object a coherent random speckle pattern; and an imaging unit for detecting a light response of an illuminated region and generating image data, the imaging unit and the diffuser being oriented so as to provide substantially equal distances from the diffuser and the imaging unit to the object,

the image data being indicative of the object with the projected speckles pattern and thus indicative of a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern, the system thereby enabling real-time reconstruction of a three-dimensional map of the object.

25. A system for use in the object reconstruction, the system comprising:

(a) an illuminating unit comprising a coherent light source and a light diffuser unit accommodated in the optical path of illuminating light propagating from the light source towards an object thus projecting onto the object a coherent random speckle pattern; and
(b) an imaging unit for detecting a light response of an illuminated region and generating image data, the image data being indicative of the object with the projected speckles pattern and thus indicative of a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern,

(c) a control unit configured for storing reference data indicative of a reference image of said coherent random speckle pattern.

26. A projection module for use in a system for object reconstruction, the projection module comprising a coherent light source and a light diffuser configured for that diffusing light impinging thereon by addition of random phase, thereby producing a random speckle pattern for projecting it onto an object thereby enabling imaging of the object with the projected pattern and real time processing image data for reconstructing a three-dimensional map of the object.

27. A method for use in real-time reconstruction of an object, the method comprising:

(i) projecting onto the object a random speckle pattern formed by illuminating coherent light;

(ii) detecting a light response from the object and generating image data of the object with the projected speckles pattern;

(iii) processing the image data to determine a shift of the pattern in the image of the object relative to a reference image of said pattern, thereby determining a three-dimensional map of the object.

28. The method of Claim 27, wherein the object is located at a distance from a pattern generator substantially equal to a distance between the object and a light detector.

29. The method of Claim 28, wherein the main object plane is oriented substantially normally to an axis of illuminating light propagation.

30. The method of Claim 27, wherein said reference data is indicative of the image of the speckle pattern acquired at a reference plane oriented
substantially normally to said optical path of illuminating light propagation and at a substantially the same distance from the diffuser and the imaging unit.

31. The method of Claim 27, wherein said processing comprises determination of correlation between said image and the reference image.

32. The method of Claim 27, wherein intersection between the illuminating light propagation and the light collection defines a certain measured volume enabling imaging of the object within the measured volume distanced from a speckle pattern generator a distance larger than a Rayleigh distance, each point in said measured volume defining an angle of intersection between the illuminating and collected light propagation paths.

33. The method of Claim 31, wherein said processing comprises decomposing the data indicative of the image into Mellin and/or logarithmic decompositions, thereby obtaining the correlation which is invariant to scaling and projection distortion of the speckle patterns.

34. The method of Claim 27, wherein a minimal value of an average speckle feature size, $\Delta x_{\text{cam}}$, on a pixel plane of a light detector is determined as:

$$\Delta x_{\text{cam}} = \frac{F}{\phi_D} \frac{\lambda}{\phi_D}$$

wherein $F$ is the focal length of an imaging lens; $\phi_D$ is the illuminating spot size on a diffuser generating said pattern; and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of illuminating light.

35. The method of Claim 27, comprising reducing the illumination brightness variation between different regions of the field of view of a light detector.

36. The method of Claim 35, comprising projecting said pattern through a diffractive optical element.

37. The method of Claim 27, wherein said detection of the light response is carried out by a single light detector defining a stationary field of view.
38. The method of Claim 27, comprising inputting the data indicative of the three-dimensional map of the object to a Man Machine Interface.


40. The method of Claim 38, comprising using the Man Machine Interface for Fitness.

41. The method of Claim 27, comprising using the data indicative of the 3D map of the object for bio-medical analysis.

42. The method of Claim 41, wherein said bio-medical analysis comprises endoscopy.

43. The method of Claim 27, carried out by a mobile phone device.

44. The method of Claim 27, comprising utilizing said 3D map of the object for range estimation between vehicles and/or proximity alarm.

45. The method of Claim 27, comprising utilizing said 3D map of the object for intrusion alarm.
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